DS Ligation Clip System

For Laparoscopic Appendectomy
DS Ligation Clip System
"Double Clip" design
- Acts like a fenestrated grasper for a firm hold on tissue and to stabilize the clip against axial (side-to-side) dislodgement

Diamond-shaped clip texture
- Maximizes contact surface on tissue to further enhance clip security, while remaining atraumatic

Cost effective
- Up to 75% per procedure cost savings compared to endomechanical staplers

Distal to proximal clip closure
- Prevents pushing out tissue during closure

Tooth & notch
- Stabilize the clip against radial (pull off) dislodgement
PL809R
Endoscopic Clip Applier, X-large,
diam. 12 mm, length 310 mm

PL475SU
Titanium ligating clip, X-large
12 cartridges, 4 clips per cartridge
DS Ligation Clip System

Delivering cost savings without the compromise

The DS Ligation Clip System provides a cost-effective solution, without compromising on security, for laparoscopic appendectomies. This is made possible by an innovative extra large clip designed especially with closure of the appendix and mesoappendix in mind. The DS Ligation Clip System provides surgeons with double the clip for savings, security and simplicity.

Indication for Use:
Intended for use in endoscopic surgery for ligating and marking vessels and tubular structures whenever ligating clips are used/indicated.